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Up Coming Events
COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Leo, Wednesday, August 1, 2012 @ 7:45 PM
Virgo, Thursday, August 30, 2012 @ 7:45 PM

In this Issue
Emergence 2012

P. 1 by Tom Carney

Workshops/Classes (To participate, please call to arrange a meeting)
Building the Lighted Way - Sundays @ 9:00 AM
White Magician Training - Tuesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM
Online Workshop/Class (Please call to join)
Breathing Cosmic Fire - Alternate Tuesdays 9:00-11:00 AM
Online Meditations (To participate e-mail wezkuhl@gmail.com)
Election Meditation Alternate Wednesdays 7:00-7:30PM
New and Full Moon meditations (To sign up for notices e-mail wezkuhl@gmail.com)

Group Meditation Work
July 19, 2012 through August 16, 2012
It is service, first of all, that opens the path to realization of the Common Good. Neither garb nor ritual,
but only service to humanity, is required. Supermundane 2 # 267
August 17, 2012 through September 15, 2012
…separation is a thing of the past … unity is the goal of the immediate future; … hatred is retro-active
and undesirable,… goodwill is the touchstone which will transform the world. Discipleship In the New
Age I P.65

Arcana Workshops
Meeting Location:
3916 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 107
Culver City, CA 90230

Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
Phone 310-545-0910

Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax deductible
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Loss of the true significance of concepts has contributed much to contemporary savagery. Community 47
It is wrong to think that Our Communications are without effect….We hasten to help you to complete
your karmas in order to rid the speeding ship of unnecessary loads. At the destined date strain your
ear to grasp every word of the Teacher. Agni Yoga, 118.

A

In order to see what is approaching, we
ll the buzz ( i.e., a veritable blizzard of
have to understand that when something
thoughtforms which creates a mainly
manifests on the dense physical it has
incoherent and indecipherable sound, like a
already happened. We can understand that
bunch of bees, and is the result of multiple
if we want to be involved in the nature of
frenzied discussions, of all species of
what manifests, that is anything, from a
speculation from ignorant through curious to
baseball game, to a new car, to going to the
semi-informed, about an event that either
movies, to the ending of war, we will have
has, is, or might be occurring.) in the
to become engaged long before the actual
various sectors of the relatively enlightened
appearance of the thing on the dense
human communities concerns what has
physical.
been called an approaching "event horizon"
or shifting, or point of no return, or a "black
Once seen from this point of view, we are
hole". Although somewhat vague or
no longer passively standing around waiting
fantastic, dire or wonderful, depending on
for whatever it is to get here. We begin to
the sector of the community with which one
work with causes rather than effects. We
is talking, there is a universal sense that
become
"something",
focused in the
something BIG as in
Something
BIG
as
in
GLOBAL,
is
relative future.
GLOBAL, is coming,
Some,
a
that is, will “happen” coming, that is, will “happen” soon!
relatively
tiny
soon!
portion, of what was invisible becomes
visible. We begin to be able to understand
We all know that everything that “appears”
and work on some level with the forces and
on the dense physical is the result of some
energies that are causing or driving or
force of action that occurred on the more
Willing manifestation. So we in a small way
subtle planes. However, because of our
become co-creators with Cosmos. This is
habitual fixation on the dense physical (i.e.,
what the true role of the human being is
the past,) we are not able to see the
meant to be.
unfolding nature of the processes of
creation. When we wait around to see the
As for this “coming something”, which all
dense physical ‘evidence” of what we feel
but the sleep walkers sense, the best way
or think is coming, we are, as usual, looking
that I can think of it is that it is a matter of
at the past and trying to figure out what it
balance or harmony or equilibrium. Master
means or is supposed to mean or even
D.K. informs us that in the last days of the
what it is.
first Solar System there was one group
1
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value, of life, liberty, and happiness, of
which had “…never freed itself from the
simply being alive.
principles which governed the first solar
system. They were principles entirely
This thoughtform houses a concept of a
related to matter and substance, and were
Cosmos of chaos and separation. This
at that time and in that period (so remote
concept
compels us, in spite of anything we
that the number of years of distance can be
may have heard about human "free will", to
stated only in super-astronomical figures)
compete with and to endeavor through any
the conditioning factors for the initiation of
means and at any cost to dominate and
the time. Certain units of humanity—then
subjugate to our separate, selfish personal
existent—were so completely conditioned
will, not only every other individual with
by these material principles and so
whom we come in contact, but every other
deliberately unready for moving on to the
living thing on the planet.
comprehension of another set of principles
(more expressive of the divine nature) that
The "units of humanity" who “intelligently
they remained of "fixed and selfish material
created” this distortion are still very much in
purpose"
evidence today.
and
a
They are the
planned
The "units of humanity" who “intelligently
Retrogressors.
distortion of
As far as we can
created” this distortion are still very much in
the divine
tell, over the
will
was evidence today. They are the Retrogressors.
eons
this
intelligently
retrogressive
created by them." The Rays and The Initiations
position has been promulgated as reality by
P. 351
any number of self appointed influential
persons:
kings,
emperors,
advisors,
These “planned distortions of divine will”
soothsayers, wizards of various stripes, and
which were inserted into the manifestation
in more recent times, scholars, academics,
of this planet at the virtual beginning, have
theologians, philosophers, economists,
over the eons generated various distortions
politicians, CEOs, and other “People of
and manipulations of human consciousness
Quality”. It has therefore over the eons
which in turn have resulted in eons of
become blindly or unconsciously, accepted
selfish and ignorant activity on the part of
as an indisputable fact by vast numbers of
humanity, causing the planet to go out of
our brothers and sisters, even the intelligent
balance, out of harmony, or out of sync with
and well educated ones.
the Divine Plan.
I do not have any data on this, but it would
not be surprising to discover that this
distortion or Lie has to some degree and in
some cases affected human DNA. Brain
washing, you see, is a very ancient and
sophisticated aspect of the “planned
distortion”
and
the
implementing
methodology used by the Retrogressors.

This particular thoughtform, which I think is
a major part of the ancient “planned
distortion of the divine will”, outlines the
basic nature of a human being. It comprises
the basic, preordained internal programs
that have driven all of the distorted and
ignorant human actions in our eons and
eons long pursuit of the meaning of our
being, of the reason for existing, of personal
2
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This thoughtform lies at the root of the
notion of original sin, of our unworthiness,
inadequacy, self disgust. It is the source of
discouragement, despair. It is the nest from
which crawls that sense of hopelessness
which seizes various of our brothers and
sisters. It saps their strength and thus,
destroying their ability to strive into the
Light, renders them slaves or, as the
ancient language characterizes them,
"prisoners of the planet."

It is easy for an individual who still has
present and working that part of the brain
which processes the common sense
algorithms (for example, “If it is poison, do
not drink or eat it.”) to see that such a
position has generated and will continue to
generate endless war. Whenever a person
or group who has been brainwashed in this
way meets with resistance, he or she and
their respective followers will go to any ends
to impose it on others.

It is also the root energy of fanaticism in all
There has always been, and as long as this
its many forms. It generated the distortions
concept of human nature controls human
and delusions of personal power that led
beings, there always will be a group
directly to systems of government such as
somewhere that is certain that their way or
the Divine Right of Kings, Emperors,
truth or value is superior to some other
Sultans, Khans, Popes, Chosen Ones, the
group's truth or value, and they will not rest
Elect. It is observable in the actions of the
until they either dominate or are dominated.
modern versions of religious fanatics who
Think of the Crusades, the Inquisition,
condemn women to an inhuman status or
Hitler. This is the seed bed of war and
entire races to slavery. Today, replacing the
death and its hideous effects: famine,
Kings and such, we
pestilence,
have
the
homelessness, and now
It
is
essential
that
we
note
the
Superman,
the
that we possess atomic
the
so
weapons and hugely fact of our presence. We are still CEOs,
Job
lethal poison gasses, here. We are not slaves. We are called
Creators, all of
eventually oblivion or
still triumphant.
whom are made to
extinction.
appear respectable
This distortion of divine will is often given
and just, as they stalk across history
credence and rationality as observable fact
costumed in robes of material splendor,
by its followers by pointing to the record of
consuming the Light, butchering millions,
the bleak history of our slaughter of one
and trying to enslave the rest.
another and the planet. "We have always
behaved thus." "It is human nature!" Using
Human history is a very long story, and one
could go on here for some time. In the face
the results of the lie to prove the lie, this
of this history of lots of horrid stuff, it is
ancient
thoughtform
of
incoherence
essential that we note the fact of our
blankets our relationships with each other
presence. We are still here. We are not
and the planet. It is the core, the root
slaves. We are still triumphant. It is very
thoughtform whose offspring are all those
evident that we presently have a planet that
thoughtforms which in the ancient language
is, once again, seriously out of balance or
were labeled the Seven Deadly Sins.
harmony with the Divine Will. However, we
3
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assumptions that are being given house or
lodging, usually quite without the landlord’s
awareness, within an individual’s mind. The
vast majority of the selfish, ignorant,
destructive activity that has caused the
imbalance to appear in the planet’s field is
being
generated by
the
dominant
thoughtform regarding the basic nature of
being human that I have described above.

know, from eons of perseverance and
triumph, that we can fix it.
Besides, we have come to realize that we
can be co-creators and that we have a lot of
help. Cosmos, for example, is not that
excited about being out of balance. In
apparent fact, Cosmos finds imbalance,
discord, incoherence, to be intolerable and
moves to restore balance to any system.
We have all heard of the Lords of Karma.
Witness, for example, Atlantis. So, it is
apparent, again to all but the heartless
sleepwalkers, that balance is not going to
be restored, but is being restored.

In opposition to this concept of a Cosmos of
meaningless chaos, of selfishness and
separation, we have the concept of unity, of
love and beauty, of harmony and law. It is
true that human history is covered with
gore, with suffering and death. However,
Our function, as awake, aware, and loving
this is a superficial view. A deeper view,
human beings is, consciously and
one that looks for and sees the evolution
wholeheartedly, to take up our role as cothat has gone forward even in the depths of
creators and help to bring the planet back
the revolutions of chaos reveals the true
into harmony with the divine plan. We can,
nature of the human being. We have many
if we Will, be partners in the reconstruction
ancient stories about the Heroes who gave
of the planet.
everything for the Common Good.
Prometheus
I am not thinking
comes to mind as
of reconstruction Think of reconstruction projects that
do Socrates and
on the dense work more in the relative future, before
Pythagoras and a
physical,
the hurricanes and tidal waves and long, long list of
rebuilding towns
others both well
and cities after global bank robberies happen
known and never
some hurricane
heard of outside of their immediate areas of
wipes them out or a tidal wave wipes out an
service to the Common Good.
atomic reactor. That is all good work and
there are plenty of brothers and sisters
Over the centuries such men and women
willing and able to do that. I am thinking of
both individuals and groups have come
reconstruction projects that work more in
forward and by their lives have, in spite of
the relative future, before the hurricanes
the best efforts of the Retrogressors,
and tidal waves and bank robberies
enabled the race to evolve. In the vast
happen.
majority of cases these heroes of courage
and heart were eliminated by the forces of
As people who are somewhat informed
the Retrogressors. Mostly they were simply
regarding the creative process, we know
murdered, but many were made public
that energy follows thought. We also know
victims and examples of the cost of going
that thoughtforms are generated by the
against the Retrogressors. The story of the
concepts,
attitudes,
beliefs,
and
crucifixion of Jesus comes to mind.
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into the future.” This is the only door into the
These murders and intimidations have
never been able to stop that inner drive of
future for us. Human free will is the issue.
We must choose the Golden Path into the
another set of basic, preordained internal
Light and thus through a demonstration of
programs which I think every human being
our true inner nature we destroy the
that is born carries in his or her DNA. These
thoughtform
are
the
of darkness
programs of
the
divine Harmony, balance, Joy, synchronicity—the forever and
will.
These circle of life and beauty is everywhere evident proceed into
the future.
programs
in Cosmos.
have in many
There is no book of procedures. There is no
cases been dumbed down or overwritten by
list of ten things you can do. There is only
the
Retrogressors’
programs
of
you and me, our brothers, our sisters, the
brainwashing and chaos. Many, many
determined will of our beating hearts and
millions of us, however, have struggled free
the ways in which we walk and think and
from that prison of despair. Consciousness
breathe and will the Good.
has continued to evolve, and we know
Tom Carney
about the strength of unity and love.
August 2012
Harmony, balance, Joy, synchronicity—the
circle of life and beauty is everywhere
evident in Cosmos. Everywhere in the
natural world of our planet human nature is
synchronous with the nature of all other
aspects of Cosmos which is also
documentable by reference to human
history going back the beginning.
Our responsibility as people who are
somewhat informed regarding the creative
process is to energize and manifest this
view of human nature. We are meditators.
Energy follows thought. We are thinkers.
We “understand that the word is the pedal
of thought; that each word is a thunderbearing arrow.” Community 47 Through all of
history runs the golden thread of divine will
which has over the countless ages
sustained us and brought us to this point of
decision.
In the Destiny of the Nations, D.K. pointed
out with great clarity that “It is as one
humanity, chastened and disciplined but
illuminined and fused, that we must emerge
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